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Abstract 

Intwzsr raw guarantees, or more precisely. annual minimum rate of return guarantees. seem to 
be included m life insurance products in most countr~~ In a companion paper hliltersen and Pers- 
son (2000) B model of interest g~~nrantees which mcludrs a surplus distribution mechanism h~~lwrtw 
the insurance company and the customer. is present.nI. The goal ol this paper ib to exwnd this nw~lrt 
to capture mow characteristws of real-wortd ~nsur;mw mxrk<.ts. \Iow speriiically. two diffwrnt IPV- 
els of the annual gwiranteed rate of return are nllwwl. one Ievrt for t hc initial inwbtment i\mouw 
another lrvel (typIcally tower) for surplus credwd during the contract period. Moreover, the etTrct 
of the requirement of a strictly non negarivr home arcwnt by the end of ezu-h year throll$hout the 
contract period is analyzed, 
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minimum rate of return guarantees in addition to a surplus distribution mechanism, i.e. a rule for the 
distribution of the annual investment return above the minimum rate of return guarantee between the 
insurer and the customer. 

Although interest rate guarantees have many common features across different countries, the exact 
implementation of such guarantees may be different, which may lead to fundamentally dilierent market 
values. In this extended model we include two features which are present (a.t least) in the Norwegian 
market. 

The first extension is the possibility of two different levels of the annual guaranteed rate of return, 
one level for the initial investment amount, another level (typically lowerj for investment surplus credited 
during the contract period. 

An important part of our set-up is a bonus account. This account is managed by the insurer throughout 
the contract period. In years when the realized annual rate of return on the benchmark portfolio is greater 
than the minimum rate of return guarantee, a positive amount will typically be credited to the bonus 
account. On the other hand, if the realized annual rate of return on the benchmark portfolio is less 
than the minimum rate of return guarantee, funds are transferred from the bonus account to cover the 
minimum rate of return guarantee. A positive balance of the bonus account at the expiration is credited 
to the customer’. Throughout the contract period the balance of this account represents undistributed 
investment surplus, and the account can be seen as, in some sense, a buffer between good and bad years. 
Although the exact terminology may vary from country to country it seems like accounts similar to our 
bonus account both are present and serve important purposes in modern insurance/pension systems. 

The second extension is the requirement of a strictly non negative balance of the bonus account by 
the end of each year throughout the contract period. We refer to this requirement as the non negativity 
requirement. 

Our model works as follows: At. date zero the customer deposits an amount X to the insurer. This 
amount can be distributed between the following four accounts (in principle. almost any allocation is 
possible. although some allocations are more natural than others.). 

The first account A’ is the customer’s account where the interest is accrued to the initial deposit 
AA 5 X according to the guaranteed minimum rate of return gi. Let A: denote the balance of this 
account by the end of year i. Thus, the balance of account A’ evolves as 

A: = A:-,(1 + 9,). (‘1 

The second account As is also the customer’s account. Potential invrstmcut surplus. ix.. a fraction CY 
of the return that. exceeds the guaranteed return. is credited this account, therefore the natural initial 
condition of this account is Aa = 0. The balance of A’ has a minimum rate of return guaramee gL. Let 
6 and A: denote the investment return of the insurance company in year i and the balance of A* by the 
end of year i. respectively. Then 

A; = A:-l(a(& - 91)‘) + A:-,(1 +gs + a(& - gs)+). (‘4 

The value of the insurer’s policy by the end of year i is thus given by Ai + AT. 
The third account is the insurer’s account. In (good) years when the investment return is above the 

guarantee levels, a fraction of the investment surplus is credited this account. Anotlwr plupose of this 
account is to cover potential negative (end of year) balances of the bonus account. The parameter /j 
determines the fraction of the positive excess return that is credited the insurers account (‘. 

C,- = C--l + A:-,ti(6 - g,)+ + A;-,.j(& -p2)+. VI 

The minus sign in the notation C,- indicates that a potential deficit on the bows account has not 
been taken into account yet. Here Cc is some arbitrary initial allocation. 

The bows account is analyzed both with and without the requirement that its balance must be 
positive by t.he end of each year. Let 8 denote the bonus account. Let X’, denote the market value by 

‘In Denmark, t.he final hnlance of rhls account is not ret.urnrd 1.0 the cu~torner. The bonus axount thus onlv serves as a 
magnificarion of the capital base, whtch prowdes the customer (;rs wd as the msurer) with higher returns on his insurnncc. 
III Denmark bonus ilccounts are pooled together for larg? groups of ~ustomws. crcatmg a number of add~r~onal issues. see 
Il;mscn and I\IiItrrs~u (2000) However. in Norway no such poolitlg lakes place 
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the end of year i of the reference portfolio. We first calculate the balance of the bonus account residually 

without taking into account the non negative requirement. Then 

B,- = Bz-1 +X, -X,-, -A; + A:-, -A; + A;-, -C,_ + C ,-,. (4) 

The following condition incorporates the non-negative requirement: 

R,=B,-+B,=B;. (5) 

For this account Bo is some arbitrary initial allocation. Fmally, a potential negative balance of the bonus 
account is subtracted from the insurer’s account. 

C, = C,- -B,. (6) 

In order to demonstrate how this contract works 3 numerical examples are given in the following 3 
tables. Each table consist of (the same) 2 scenarios of the reference portfolio, but the contract parameters, 
such as the levels of the guarantees or the initial allocation to accounts, difter. In all examples the 
allocations to the different accounts follow from equations (1). (2), (3), (A), (5). and (6). 

(a) Scenario 1 ‘Good’ 
Year Return X A’ AL B C 

0 100 100 0 0 0 
1 30% 130 110 10 5 5 
2 30% 109 121 23 14 11 

(b) Scenario 2 ‘Bad’ 
Year Recur” X A’ .4’ B C 

0 100 100 0 0 0 
1 30% 130 110 10 5 5 
2 0% 130 121 11 0 -2 

Table I: The base case: Example of distributions brtween the accolmts for two given scenarios. ‘good 
and ‘bad’. with the following parameter values: gi = 91 = 10%. o = 50%, $ = 25%, Ai = Bo = Co = 0. 
and A; = Y = 100. , 

The example in table (1) is essentially the same as a similar example in Mtersen and Persson (2000). 
The only difference is the non negative requirement of the bonus account (thus Bz = 0 and C? = -2 in 
scenario 2 instead of 82 = -7 and Cz = 5). 

(a) Scenario 1 ‘Good’ 
Year Return X A’ A’ B c 

2 30% l(i!) 121 2’2.5 l-1.375 11.123 
(b) Sccnarw 2 ‘Bad’ 

Year nf~tur” s A’ A’ 13 (’ 
2 ox 130 121 10.5 0 -1.5 

Table 2: Example of different levels of the two nlinimlml guarantee levels. Here 91 = 10% and gz = 5’10, 
whereas the other parameters are as in table (1). The vnlws for year 1 and 2 are as in table (2). 

The effect of ~2 < yl is demonstrated in table (2). The final balance of AZ decreases, whereas the 
tiwl halancr~s of B and c’ increaw. Tlw market valw of the annual guarantees is lower for this contract, 
t,han for the base csz 111 table (I). 

In t.nble (3) only 509X of .Y is cretllted A’, whercws the remaining 50%J of X is credited Bo. This 
ronl.ract differ from the base cas in two unportant arcx The initial amount AA whicll is the base for the 
guarnntce y, is lower. The initial balance. and thcrel)y also susequenr balances of the bonus account are 
higher. Uotll these effects reduce the value of the ant~w~l guarantees compared to the bssc case. 
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(a) Scenario 1 ‘Good’ 
Year Return X A’ A2 B C 

0 100 50 0 50 0 
1 30% 130 55 5 67.5 2.5 
2 30% 169 60.5 11.5 91.5 5.5 

(b) Scenario 2 ‘Bad’ 
Y‘XU Return X A’ A’ B C 

0 100 50 0 50 0 
1 30% 130 55 5 67.5 2.5 
2 30% 169 60.5 5.5 61.5 2.5 

Table 3: Example of different initial allocation. Here AA = 50 and & = 50. whereas the other parameters 
are as in table (1). 

In these 3 examples the parameter values cy. B, 91, and g? are given. The main purpose of this paper 
is to determine, in a specific sense, consistent values of these four parameters. 

The article is organized as follows: In the following section we decribe the model including logarithmic 
returns and the valuation principle. In section 3 a number of numerical examples is presented. Finally, 
sect,ion 4 concludes. 

2 The model with logarithmic returns 

From now on we work with logarithmic (or continuously compounded) returns in contrast to the arlth- 
metic returns used in our initial examples. The equations (1). (2), and (3) must be modified’ as follows: 

A: = ii:- i eg’ (7) 

C,- = C,-, + A:-, (e4(6m-gL)+ - 1) + A;-, (e3’0,-s2)L - 1). (‘3) 

The equations (4). (5). and (6) are on the same form as before and are not repeated here. 
.I\ssume that the interest rate r is constant and that the annual continuously compounded rate of 

return from the benchmark portfolio. 6,, is normally distributed and independent over diff’crent years. 
Hem-c S cau be modeled (under an equivalent martingale measure Q) as 
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where cr is the volatility of the rate of return on the benchmark portfolio and IV = {~~,t 2 0) is a 
standard Wiener process under the probability measure Q. Note that we have implicitly assumed that 
t,here are no dividend payments3 on the assets included in the benchmark portfolio since the drift term of 
~5 in equation (IO)) is T - fu’. The return on the benchmark portfolio follows the process in equation (IO) 
if e.g. we assume that the price process of the benchmark portfolio follows a standard geometric Brownian 
motion as e.g. in the Black-Scholes model, cf. Black and Scholes (1973) or hlerton (1973). 

Before the valuation principles are explained. the followng standard T-account may be illuminat,ing: 

Assets Liabilities 

XT A++.4$+B; 
CT 

X X 

The first post on the liabdity side represents the customer’s claim at esplratmn, the two A accounts 
and the positive part of the B account. 

In our model, cf. RIiltersen and Persson (2000), the fundamental valuation principle dictates that 
initial the market value of the asset side of the balance must equal the initial market value of the tirst, 
post on the liability side side, A+ + A$ + B$. If we denote the market value at time t by Vt(.), 

V,(XT) = V,(.4; + A+ -t B,c) 

Obviously Vo(Xr) = X0 = X and we may write 

X = &,(A:, + Vo(A+) + Vo(B,+). (11) 

In actuarial terms the amount X represents the single premium of the contract. Equation (11) has an 
intutive interpretation: The market values at the inception of the contract of the future benelit,s from the 
contract equals the single premium. an interpretation in the spirit of the classical principle of equivalence. 

The market values of -4; and A+ may be calculated in closed-forms. but no closed-form solution for 
Lb($) is available. In order to tind consistent combinations of 9,, ~2. a, and 0 we nred to resort, to 
numerical mrthods. 

First note that a simple consequence of our valuation principle is that 

We can therefore conclude that the initial market values of the capital inflows to account c’ is exacti! 
identical to the initial market value of the capital outflows of account C. This can be writ,ten as 

3 Numerical results 

WC= have implemented a numerical simulation algorithm in order to calculate the initial market values. 
On top of the simulation algorithm there is a numerical search algorithm searching for combinations of 
g,, 92, n. and :j such that equalion (11) is s&s&d. For all examples we consider a 5.year contract. i.e. 
T=5. 

In figure (1) it. is clear that when 92 < 91 the value of fl is reduced for a given 01 compared to the case 
gJ = 9,. The parameter .j is connected to the tinancial opt,ion premium (cf. hliltersen and Persson (2000)) 
connected to the contract A high ij means a high option premium and vice versa. We may conclude 
from the figure that when y2 < 9, the financial optCon premium is lower than for the case 9: = 91 and the 
remaining contract parameters (n and d) may be improved, seen from the cuslomers point of view, when 
gz < 9, compared to the case when 9: = 9,. From the figure it is also clear that the effect of reducing 92 
with 0.0“ relatwe to 91 is more pronounced lol- larger values of o. Finally, this effect is larger for 9, = 5% 
than for 91 = 3%. and thus seems to be inrreasing in the level of 91. 
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Figure 2: Corresponding valurs of u and !j that imply fair contracts wzthout the non negatwry require- 
null for account B for four different combinations of guarantees (,qL = 3%. gA = 1%: 9, = 3%. qr z 3%: 
g, = 3%. 92 = 37,: g, = 5(X. IJJ = 5%). r = 10% A:, = 1, ‘4; = 0, anti B. = 0. 
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Figure 3: Corresponding values of cy and 0 that imply fair contracts zncluduz~ the non negatiwty recl”irc- 
merit for account B for four different combinations of guarantees (yl = 3%. Q? = 1%: 9, = 3%. I/ = :<I;:: 
91 = 5%. 92 = 3%. g, = SC?,. 92 = 5%), r = 10%. A; = 0.96. A; = 0. and B,, = 0.01. 

By comparing figures (1) and (2) the effect of the positivity reqmrcmcnt may be aunl~ecl. II is clot 
that the positivity requirement increases i(j for a given a and thus increase the knancial option premium 
connected to the contract. For example for o = 70% and 91 = 3’%,.t,he value of the parameter :j is 
increased from, roughly. .lO to .12. i.e. around 20% because of the posltivity requircmrnt. 

In figures (3) and (4) the effect of a different initial allocation is analyzed with and without the non 
negativity- requirement. The initial balance of the account A' is 96% of X. whereas t,he remaining 1% 01 
X IS initially credited the bonus account. By comparing the figures (3) and (4) with tllr cvrrespondin; 
ti~mes (1) and (2), we see that the effect on thr parameter ij for a given n is strolla. For ex;lmpl~~ 101 
cy = 70% and 9, = 3%, the value of the parameter JI is reduced by a factor of nlagnitude XL%. 

4 Concluding remarks 

This paper extends thr hliltersen and Persson (2000) model to include the possibility of two different 
levels of guaranteed rate of returns and to include the requirement of a non negative balance of the bomls 
account at thr elld of each year. 

Nllmerical cxarnplcs indicates. as expected. that reducing 9:, compared to yi, clecrcasr I he cost of the 
police compared to the case 92 = yl. For a fixed tlifforcncc b(%ween 91 and ~2, ix. ~~ - !/ll = k. for some 
coostant I;. y* < 91, the financial option premium seems to increue with gi, as wc:ll as ~1. the frartiol, ol 
the annual positive investment surplus which is credited the customer. 

The non negativity requirement also increases the financial opt,ion premium, as exprctt~l. One of our 
examples indicates an increase in the parameter !j. which is related to the cost of thca pohcy. of roughi) 
20%. 

We also present numerical examples of the elfects of a1trrnat.k init.ial distriblltiou bet,rwen the cl*+ 
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tamer’s accounts and the bonus account. The examples indicate a significant reduction of the parameter 
/j (in the magnitude of 50%). by reducing the cust.omer’s account from 100% of the total investment 
amount X to 96% and d&positing the remaining 4% into the bonus account. 

So far we have not explicitly analyzed the connection bet,ween the parameter I$ and the financial 
option premium of the contracl. 
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